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نمرهسوالات  
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Note: write all the answers on the answer sheet. 

I. Vocabulary 
A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word.  

  artificial/ calm / observe / flexible / advertising / recycle / handle / public /religious  

1.Children are usually ………. because they can easily bend and stretch their bodies. 

2.   2. Speaking in ………. is a skill you can learn with practice. 

3.   3. We can ………. bottles and newspapers. 

4. It’s important to stay ………. during an earthquake.     

5. Be careful when you ………. the bottles of acid. 

6. Tell me, are these beautiful flowers natural or ……….? 

     7. The company has spent a lot of money on ……….. 

8. Mrs. Alavi is a very ………. person; she reads the Holy Qur′an every day. 

3                    B: Match the following definitions in column (A) with the words in column (B). There is  

 extra           one extra word in column( B).  

_____       _____________   A________________                          ____   B_____ 

77557    9. a belief in your own ability                                               a. continuously 

10.witout stop                                                                         b. feature                               

             11.holiday                                                                               c. compose 

             12.tool                                                                                     d. guess 

             13. important part or quality of sth                                         e. confidence 

14.write                                                                                    f. device                                                                                                             

                                                                                                 g. vacation 

1.5 C: Choose the correct answer. 

15. Choose the different word: 

                   a. planet     b. vehicle      c. star              d. moon                          

16. When you …….. your family, you try to help them. 

       a. injure                       b. bother                   c. support                       d. release    

  

17. Both voyagers are still travelling through space ………. the Solar system.                                                                                                                                  

      a. beyond                     b. among                   c. within                        d. between   

   

0.5 D: Choose a pair of words having a similar relationship as the pairs in the item. 
18.crust: earth                  a. flood: stick              b. tree: garden             c. skin: apple

1                          E: Write a word for each definition. The first letter of the word and its part of speech are  
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                          given.  

              

given.  19. wanting to do something                                        w_ _ _ _ _ _ (adj) 

             20. The main computer in a network                            s _ _ _ _ _      (n) 
       

4                    II. Grammar           

 A: Cho    A: Choose the correct answer. 

21. I saw Ali ………. I was getting off the bus. 

  a)          a. when                        b. since                        c. as                                 d. whether 

22. The teacher makes the students ………. hard. 

  a. works                       b. working                   c. to work                        d. work 

23. The tea is ……….. hot for me to drink. 

      a. so                             b. too                           c. enough                         d. such 

24. Sima likes hard work, ………., Leila is a bit lazy. 

      a. since                        b. because                    c. when                            d. while 

  25. He walks to work ………… get more exercise.  

 a. in order to                b. so as                         c. so that                          d. however 

26.  She never sends me any e-mails , ………. she has access to internet. 

  a. so                             b. whether                    c. although                      d. therefore 

27. Maryam didn’t help her mother with the dishes. I think she ………. have helped her. 

        a. must                         b. should                      c. may                              d. can 

28. I set the alarm clock ………. get up late in the morning. 

    a. so as not to               b. so as not                  c. so as to                         d. so as  

2  B: Rewrite the following sentences using the reduced form of the underlined parts. 

          29. The men who work in this area are in danger. 

   30. The cars which are produced in that factory use a lot of fuel. 

4                 C: Join the following sentences with the words given in parenthesis. 

               31. You have to do this job. You may like it or not. (whether) 

      32. It was a hot day. We decided to go swimming. ( such)  

33. She bought a new personal computer. She didn't really need it. (although ) 

   34. Mina is saving money. She wants to buy a new car. (so as) 

1 

               D:Rewrite the following sentence using the modal in parentheses. 
35. I can't find my keys. Perhaps I left them in my car. ( might ) 

2             III. Sentence Functions :  

 Match         Match the items in column( A) with the appropriate phrases in column( B) to make  

                 meaningful  sentences. There is one extra item in column (B).  

             ____________A_______________             _____________B_______________________ 

    36. Global warming is …………                 a. used to explore deep space  

   37. Children had to work ……….                b. web, newsgroups, mailing list and chat 

38. Some examples of Internet areas are…  c. such as listening to tapes, reading texts 

39. You can do a lot of things to improve         and watching English films                                                                      

       your  English ……..                               d. because their parents do not make money 

                                                                  e. the average increase in the Earth’s temperature                                                                             
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4       IV.  Comprehension 

   A: Sentence comprehension: Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice. 

     

 40. Before you arrive to give your presentation, ask others for their opinion on your                   

choice of clothing and how suitable it is for the occasion . 

       We understand from the above sentence that……….      

     a. a suitable occasion should be chosen 

     b. everyone should wear fine clothes 

     c. good choice of clothes is suggested              

      d. others should comment on the price of our clothes 

      

41. Some people prefer to work for the government, but others like to be self-

employed.   It can be understood from the above sentence that ……….. 

    a. people like to work differently 

    b. people prefer self-employment to governmental jobs 

    c. self-employment is much better than governmental jobs 

     d .working for the government is a kind of self-employment 

42. Postal mail takes at least a day -often a week- to get to its destination, and you must        

have envelopes and stamps, and find a mailbox, while e-mail doesn't. 

     We understand from the above sentence that e-mail……….      

     a. takes a day to get to its destination 

      b. requires you to have envelopes 

     c .requires you to find a mailbox 

    d. arrives faster, and doesn’t need a stamp, an envelope, and a mailbox 

  43.The only things early people could see were the phases of the moon and some of  

the moon’s larger features. It can be understood from this sentence that early people 

…….. 

       a. knew that the moon has one side              b. knew little about the moon                           

       c. used probes to explore the moon              d. enjoyed seeing the phases of the moon 

                

5  

B: Cloze Passages 

      fill      Fill in the blanks with the words from the lists below. There is one extra word in each.  

performance- starting- grew up- annoyed-private- signs 

   Edison was born on February 11, 1847, in Milan and ......4
 
…..  in Michigan. At an early 

  age, he showed …..45….. of a serious hearing problem. Perhaps, this was the reason for his 

poor …..46….. at school. Edison did not do well there and was often …..47….. by other 

children. Three months after …..48….. school, he ran away and his mother was forced to

teach him at home. 
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              (samples- vehicle- mass- missions-launched-astronauts) 

The Apollo ..........49.......... landed 12 humans on the moon. These ............50 ............

did experiments and brought back .........51 ...........of rock. In 1977,the Voyager space 

probes  were .............2............ A space probe is a robot .........53.......... used in order 

to explore deep space.  

         

4 

4 

                   C: Read the following passage and match each paragraph with one of the headings. Write 

                     the letters (A, B,C,D) in front of the paragraphs. 

(A)The danger of using less protein 

(B) The role of plants in making protein 

(C) The meaning of malnutrition 

(D) The importance of protein foods in our body 

                  54. Some animals depend on plants for their food. Proteins are built up by plants .Animals  

    can’t make proteins in their bodies; the human body must get protein readymade. 

    Therefore the plant is the factory which can provide protein. 

   55. Everyone should use protein foods such as meat, fish, milk, eggs and cheese. These  

    foods consist of protein which is necessary for our health. Protein makes the materials of  

    blood, skin, muscles and bones. Of course, rice and vegetables are not protein foods. 

   56.One man eats a little protein. Another man eats enough protein. These two men have  

   different diets. People who live in an area where their bodies can’t get enough protein will 

   certainly face malnutrition and become sick. Because of this, African children have thin  

   hands and arms.  

      57. Malnutrition means bad nutrition. It is the time when the body can’t get some useful 

      nutrients of food such as protein for a long time. 

D:              D:Read the following passage and answer the questions as required 

555555     James Joyce was born on February 2, 1882 in Dublin. He grew up in a large family of 17  

children and attended Clongowes Wood College and later Belvedere College in Dublin. 

A very good student at college, Joyce went on to study languages and philosophy at the 

Dublin College of the Royal university. He spent a good part of his early life in Ireland,  

attending to his dying mother. In 1904 Joyce married, and Joyce’s first attempt to publish 

Dubliners in 1912 was unsuccessful, and he spent the next several years in poverty in  

Zurich. He spent the later years of his life in Paris, where he published such works as  

Ulysses, and in 1939, Finnegan Wake. Joyce died in 1941. 

58. According to the passage, Joyce failed to ………. 

       a) find a job in Trieste                          b) write a novel about Ireland 

     c) take his wife to Zurich                     d) publish Dubliners in 1912 

 59. The word "poverty"(line 6) is closest in meaning to ……… 

    a) having power                                    b) being famous 

    c) being poor                                        d) having problems                                

60. Find words or phrases from the text to complete this table. 

When          Who                   The event 

1882 ...........................     ..................................

61. Joyce taught philosophy at Royal university.       a) True                   b) False 

 62. He got married at the age of 22.                            a) True                   b) False 

                                                       Total Score : 40 Points               Good Luck 
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Note: write all the answers on the answer sheet.

 

I: Vocabulary 

A:  

1.  ......................   2. .....................     3......................     4 ......................

5.  .......................  6. .....................     7. .....................    8 .......................

3B:            B: 
55777    9. (    )                   10. (    )                   11. (    )    

            12. (    )                   13. (    )                   14. (    )    

1.5 C: 

15. (    )                  16. (    )                   17. (    )    

0.5 D.Jjjjjjjjjjjjj  D:

Jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj 18. (   ) 

1E: E:            E:  

                    19.  w_ _ _ _ _ _                        20.  s _ _ _ _ _ 

                                                   

4                   II. Grammar                                 

A:  A:      A: 
            21. (    )                   22. (    )                 23. (    )                  24. (    ) 

            25. (    )                   26. (    )                 27. (    )                  28. (    )    
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17.           B:  
11           29.  The men .............................................................are in danger. 

                         

           30.  The cars ...............................................................use a lot of fuel.        إ 
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C:          

C: 

             31.   ..............................................................................................................   
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              32.   ..............................................................................................................

             33.   ...............................................................................................................

             34.   ...............................................................................................................                                                                       

              

1D:         D:          
2o.        35.   ................................................................................................................  

                           

2             II  III. Sentence Functions:   

      

                  36. (     )                    37. (     )                 38. (     )                  39. (     )                      

_____                           

4      IV.  Comprehension 

   A. 

40. (     )                    41. (     )                 42. (     )                   43. (     )                    

                                    

5     B: Cloze Passage 

      fill      

30. (   )   44. ...................   45. .................. 46. ................... 47. ...................... 48. ..................... 

   

  49. ...................  50. ..................  51. ................... 52. ...................... 53...................... 

________                 

4    C:      

    54. (    )                    55. (    )                 56. (    )                57. (    ) 

                                       

4

 

 

    D:Reading Comprehension 

               

44. (   )    58. (    )                     59. (    )  

                

                 60. 

When          Who                   The event 

1882  ........................  .................................

True or False 

57. (   )     61. (    )                   62. (    ) 

                     

      Good Luck                                        جمع نمره               40




